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ABSTRACT

4- ic-Zehndjer interferometric fiber optic gradient

.. ocn.t or operation at 6".e. nm wavelength, was

*~ v-._ _ constructeo for testing in the laboratory. Two

-- d'l- :bet- -Pic hvdrophone sensing coils with 10 m of

-ac::- "ere wound andi potted on an epoxy mandrel and

-st:--ect-v se~ nsitivities were obtained. Thythen were

_ rid bar- separated by 10 cm, to f ormn a

~e - hn.,droph:Dne. The sen-4 tivity -of the this arrancement

~i~:~ *~~ .nedin a calibrator which allowed the coil

&i-E. t o.~ ~a t-ory i;nterferometric system was too

-l usei1 d in the sea trial tests, a second interfero-

r- . m ooerang at 8 ) nm wavelength. using diode

desi-rve and constrct-ed. This was mounted in an

--------------------a---tus designed and constructed for sea

--------------- ea triel of a standard Navy type DIFAR hydroohone

Scondu.-ct ed to test the effectiveness of the experimental

E~*=ratL-S. The results of the laboratory tests are

.ner-zed arid discussed and recommendations for further

=-t:-di-es are presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND

The concept of light transmission in a dielectric

medium, was first demonstrated before the Royal Society in

1854 by John Tyndell. Alexander Graham Bell, in 1880,

proposed use of light waves for telecommunications [Ref.1).

:t the birth of optical fiber technology, more than fifteen

year-s ago, the light losses sustained in the fiber were

close to 1000 dB/km [Ref.2). By 1970, research in England

had lowered this to 150 dB/km. In 1970, researchers in both

thc United States and Japan lowered the losses in optical

-'iber to 20 dB/km ERef.3J.

L
DLring the mid 1970's, advancements were made in

at-eria1 processing, fabrication of optical fibers, coupling

d-'wices, cables, sources and detectors. The loss in the

s:ngle-mode optical fiber is now as low as to 0.01 dB/km.

This is very close to the intrinsic loss expected, for pure

SiO.

As technology matured it was found that optical fiber

could be used as a transduction element as well as a

transmitter of information. Various physical perturbations

may be sensed, such as acoustic, magnetic, thermal, linear

and rotational motion, strain, etc. ERef.4). Optical fibers

sensors offer the potential for increased sensitivity as

121



_-fmfreo to more conventional technology and may be

z.ritioure in arbitrary shapes. Additional advantages of

rnehtieJoht and low cost construction. contribute to the

n::- At more than 60 different types of optical fiber

o--1-.rE ?-R-e now being investigated or are already in use.

-es ser--sors ranoe from simple on/off fluid level

.- ....--- o t, the morn snnhisticated interferometric

-, "- -3'aLi ls. The individual devices are usually either

r .--d -r _ (interferometric) sensors. In the

::a=- -. the phvsical perturbation interacts with the

S -- rt!y modulate the intensity of the light in the

-e perturbation modulates the optical phase of the

theh in e fiber; using an interferometric

semr, the oprtical phase modulation is converted to optical

nC-d Lati4on.

TI the theory of light propagation, phase

ti-r conversion to intensity modulation, interfero-

E.. .efris and gradient sensors will be discussed in

C-fPgSE OF STUDY

I?-,77. the feasibilitv of a fiber optic acoustic

nr or underwater sound reception was demonstrated

...r. 5 . o. Significant progess has been achieved since in

re, areas o* enchancement of acousto-optic transduction

13



r - . o" .,,. " °. - . . % -, * .. ' ' - U . * . . o- .. , . ** - **' "

- s-.. ompcnennt development and sensor packaging for

.. .itr o t ir sensor [Ref. 2 7 7]

blc c diagram of a basic fiber optic interferometric

- e3m is s. onwn in Figure 1.1. This system is an optical

tE=-'-eometer and has a laser source, input/output

Ssens r arm, a reterence arm. photodetectors and

_ o n (signal processing) unit.

S:..Q ad'anta _ of- the intrinsic dual path nature of

.- e o-i s-,stem, by using each arm as a separate sensor

- -entiai desion, a Tiber optic gradient hydrophone

Ce- re' ed and tested in an earlier phase of the present

- - - [- rRef, F.] The geometric confriguration used is shown

"- - research described in this thesis was to

- the fiber optic gradient interferometric system

9]ci ]. obtain sensitivity data in the laboratory,

sea trial data, and compare the results to those

-:-d wJ ith r comventional piezoelectric aradient

. cune of the type currently used by the Navy in

c n I! _onobouy applications.

.=177MA' OF THE REPORT

The -ollowino topics are considered in Chapter II: the

* ttzorerica1 basis of the conventional gradient hydrophone

:.r ;rat-.on, the calibration of gradient hydrophones, and the

mehe ior of the interferometric type sensors used in this

14
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* ~:ofc* th construct ion of t he fi1ber opti c sensor

a.Ib t or for o-adient hydorophones, and the sea

- - i ~-~L~sare presented in Chapter III. Speci-fications

-: i -rentation used *or date acquisition, also are

i :1--- .1 na :te- !III. The ex:perimental proceduires used to

- - ~ThWS-1 1-he hactrtiso-f the system. data acqii

0, ie the results o-f sens-tivity measurements

- Kz~ :.-n~ ~ hyrohoesare discussed in

7--7i s, of the dat-a and int-erpretation of the

a a i* or esented in Chapter IV. Chapter V contains

-~re-i~and -ecommendations for further wjork.

E~~ !--., , he comvilter proam used to gather

~A~'4 ermeter data for the FZT and fiber optic

ncrophL~-es. Append"fr B lists data obtained for

= _ _ ~=ropt-ic hvdroohones o~perating at He-Ne

-772. no(ee-S. -ppen- C lists data

e I ~ fa eeen 6~ nm fciber optic gradient

- :-.~ D c.-4ta.rns date obtained in a sea trial

z :Ee~:t-: DIFAF rradierit hydrophone.

6~L 7



Ii. THEORY

kX TENTONAL GRADIENT H'DROPHONE1

.-- mans instances, information on the direction of

.--ee n4 an acoustic signal is required, in addition to

:. , F ic pressure level. Usually this is achieved by

- i~ hydrophones which are spatially distributed in a

* e- 5 ,ned *ashion, e.g., a vertical or horizontal line

T .e simplest of these directional arrays consists of

of omn-directioal hydrophones that form a dipole

r-r the output of which is the difference of the

:dua± hydrophonc outputs. The electrical output of a

-certrc dipole pair is proportional to the pressure

*--.rt c4 the sound field as described by Mills [Ref. 83.

-r ., cratient hydrophones have a dipole, or figure-

= .iretivity pattern as sketched in Figure 2.1, hence

.=r rinel. Assuming the hydrophone size is

compared to the acoustic wavelength X of the sound

',l -' +-ie di pole response when oriented at any angle

1' £t atie to an incoming plane pressure wave is proportional

.'.E>9.

Th- E fiber optic gradient hydrophone considered in this

THis chapter is a summarv of the discussion presented by

18
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Fie~ure 2.1 Directi-vitv Pattern, of Pressure Gradientj
Hvdronho,e
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ctudv is of t-his similar dipole type. Therefore, to

:mllucstrate its operation, assume two small pressure hydro-

PI=;nes are placed a small distance d apart, with d . in

-- andinj acoulstic wave field F(x,t), as indicated in

i- Ur-e 2.2. The dimensions of the two hydrophones are

:Ek.umed to be much less than the wavelenath of the acoustic

- ~The presence of the hydrophones is assumed to have a

- eo7. i oi b!e influence on the sound field.

2onsderthe plane sinusoidal standing wave shown in

F ' heinstantaneous acoustic pressure, P(x,t) is

P(x,t) P~sinEkx~eJwt- (2.1)

is the peak acoustic pressure, k is the propagation wave

number = 2 WI / x is the distance of one of the

hydroohones from the pressure nodal point, i is the angular

-equency of the acoustic wave and t is time. Using the

='.--umption sin kx= kL , for small values of kx,, the equation

c-an be written as:

*P(x't) P. kxejw* (2.2)

* rAs indicated, both individual hydrophone are a distance

d/2 from a standing wave pressure node (x 0 C). The

pre=-sure difference, P between these locations can then be

* expr-essed as.

02



wve
front

co~cos

P(.

9'-onqle of incidence

d -distance between hydrophones

A/4-free-field voltage sensitivity

for individual hydrophone

Figure 2.2 Geometry Used in Deriving Sensing Characteristics
of Acoustic Dinole (Pressure Gradient)
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Figure 2.3 Pressure Distribution as Function of Distance
from Pull Pressure Point
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r - . . -. - . - ,° -r . - . . *. ,~ rw r .w , o,' 4' , t. jj V -, .% -, N

PF = F'-.-,, - P_.,,, (2.3)

or

AP = P. kd (2.4)

When the individual hydrophones are equidistant from a

pressure node, as assumed here, the pressure difference is a

maximum. On the other hand, if the center of the pair is

located at a pressure antinode, pressure difference is a

rn: n i mum.

B. CALIBRATION OF GRADIENT HYDROPHONES

Usually in practice, pressure gradient hydrophones are

calibrated in terms of pressure. The sensitivity of a

pressure gradient hydrophone is usually given in terms of

voits/micropascal (V/gPa), specified at particular

-2 cuency [Ref. 10]. Plane progressive waves are specified

i- the definition of free-field voltage sensitivity. Because

4I_ ehe difficulties in obtaining free-field conditions at

'nw #requencies, in the present study a standing wave tube

described in Chapter III Section A, was used.

According to Mills [Ref. B3, a free surface standing-

wave tube system satisfies the following relationships in

the ideal case (i.e., SWR = 00):

p p. sin kh (2.5)

u = (p/9Pc) cos kh (2.6)

2.3
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p/u = Pc tan kh (2.7)

here h is the distance from the air-water interface.

Its is assumed that the hydrophones have negligible effect

on he standinQ wave pattern.

in this report, fiber optic hydrophone free-field

sensitivitv is exoressed in terms of microradian/micropascal

( ad/ Pa). And rather than expressing gradient hydrophone

sensitivity in terms of pressure sensitivity at a particular

tflequencv the fiber optic gradient hydrophone sensitivity is

ex:oressec in J.rad/g Pa/cm. The procedures to obtain fiber

optic hvdrophone sensitivities are discussed in Chapter IV.

fl FIBER OPTIC ACOUSTIC SENSOR CONCEPTS

Laser light transmitted by optical fibers submerged in a

iquid 6medium may be modulated (intensity or phase) by

eo_sti-c pressure variations. Only phase modulation of such

-r-cousto-optic sensor system will be considered here. A

:etaled discussion of the theory of phase modulation is

presented by Davis, et al [Ref. 7).

When an external pressure field (AP) is applied to the

optical fiber it changes the fiber's physical characteris-

tics. Changes can occur in the core radius, core length, and

the optical indices of refraction in the core and cladding

[Ref. 5 and Ref. 6). The pressure induced changes of index

and of length cause an optical phase shift given by:

24
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1 n (1/n) (dn/dP) + (1 1A (d /dP}] P (2.8)

where n :s the optical index of refraction of the core, k.

is the propagation constant of light in the fiber, P is the

acoustic pressure and f is the lenoth of the fiber subject

t. the pressure. The pressure-induced length change (dS /dP)

i- the dominant factor at low frequencies for a free or

mffdrei wound fiber.

a single frequency laser source, the time

A'iatior of the electric field vector of the lightwave may

_, excressed as:

E(t) E. exp{-[jJE t + A sin (Wt)J]} (2.9)

where W. is the angular frequency of the coherent laser

so.u_'rce, (A). is the angular frequency of the sound field and

AIs the phase shift amplitude.

To detect such phase modulation interferometric

techniques must be employed. The laser light is first split

a.n? then sent through both the sensor fiber and reference

fiber, these form the interferometric system, and are then

recombined to give an intensity (amplitude) modulation prior

to detection by the photodetectors. The total electric field

at the photodetector may be expressed as:

F.-= E 1 (t) + E 2 (t) (2.10)

Et) is the electric field vector from the sensing arm

25
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-:nd E-(t) is the electric field vector from the reference

-=rm (or for a gradient system, for the second sensing arm).

The intensity I(t) of the recombined beams is

proportional to the magnitude of the square of T.

,eqlecting terms that vary at angular frequency W= and

2Wo, since they are undetectable by the photodetector, I(t)

may be written as:

i(t> IY E./2 + E. 2  + E.E 2 cos J=(A)

+ 2ffE, sin J1 (A) sinW).t

+ 2E" E- cos J2 (A) cos2W.t

+ 2E, E, sin( Jz(A) sin3W..t + (2.11)

where E, and E 2 represent spatial vectors and make explicit

the fact that the polarization directions may not be the

seme -

Thus, from equation (2.11), the resulting intensity

fl:nction consists of a series of harmonics of the acoustic

fr-eqUencies. The amplitude of each successive harmonic is a

function of the acoustic pressure and varies as the Bessel

function of corresponding order [Ref. 83.

These recombined variations of optical intensity are

detected with photodetectors to produce an electrical

sigMal. Thus the resulting photodetector current has

cz:mponerts of the following form:

26
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it) i cos J(k) + 2 J(kx) cosf2n(W..t)] 1

00

- i sin{2 J.l (kx) sinE(2n+)(J.t)J} (2.12)

n=o
where J, is the Bessel function of order n, G is a non

.4

acoustically induced phase shift (which itself may change

due to changes in temperature, for example), k = 27/X is

the optical wave number in the fiber, and x is the amplitude

of the acoustically induced optical path-length change.

2 I

:3

'-I

DS
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III.EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

A. ACOUSTIC CALIBRATOR

in an earlier study [Ref. 8J, an acoustic calibrator had

teen constructed to calibrate fiber optic gradient hydro-

cnones. However, this could be used only with the axis of

-oIs of the hydrophone aligned along the axis of the

calloator. Since the gradient hydrophone now being tested

is- riqid structure with the individual hydrophone coils

m-.!inted 10 cm apart it was necessary to increase the

d±3meter ot the calibrator tube. A rotating apparatus was

eejed to turn the gradient hydrophone to vary the angles of

~ihe hvdrophone axis with respect to the acoustic wave vector

i-.td the calibrator tube. The new tube is made of PVC 1120

... "2454-B and is 25.4 cm in diameter and is 56.4 cm tall.

The calibrator tube is mounted around the face of the

driver which is a USRD type J-11 projector [Ref.

I.> To romoensate for the water column a hydrostatic collar

with a valve is placed on the bottom of the projector

essembly. The valve is opened and air is pumped into the

equalizing chamber until the air pressure is equal to the

em pressure on the face of the driver. This air pressure

is measured by a water filled U tube manometer mounted next

to the calibrator assembly. The complete assembly is shown

i-, Figure :..
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- "- - . . T TEPFEROMETRIC S STEM

te-t rho 'easibilitv of constructing and rucoedizino

2 roem~t-i'rcronphone for sea trial a laboratory Mach-

- - !nterterometric system, operating at 632.8 nm, was

- cor-_rLted. k- tndicsted in Figure 3.2. it consists of

-,=-i - ,-%.eor I Eker supol yiro laser light at wavelength

- .- :0'ua 2 2 inout coupler which divides the

- i . imto the two fiber optic sensor arms. In one arm

g .. r ::t r a e ls thro-ugh two sections of the

-_ - _nn zont-oller [Ref. III and a sensor coil

• -rne)o z; 2 X 2 output coupler. In the second arm

'_ - igt travels through one section of the polarization

-:r r ler an is wound around a piezoelectric (PZT)

: -_ C- cTd passes through the second hydrophone coil to

-- ,Juu coupler. The coupler recombines, the two

. . -- ,.:--v ts nf the individual hvdrophore coils. th 's

.'-s-. -.. - mcouletion into amolitude modulation

- --- _. n. T is amplitude modulated signal is transmitted

----- iter- to two photodetectors (photodiodes). These

-. 'et the recombined light into electrical signals which

-- .- _ rired i recorded by the instrumentation package

-d.-ribed in Section G of this chapter. A photograph of

t
- t  r>terFeroneter system without the gradient hydrophone

-- r7.7.

- . .'. .-.. . . ..- :-<.... - . -'- " ..- ". ' -.. .-.-. ." -" -" - - '-" " . - ' . ..-- ' -
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-we OrmIria source used in the 632.d rmn

- -ve -r-eter system is an actively stabiiized. sinile

-- :_.-2 . Heliu-Neo laser. T is a Coherent Tropel Model

S .E -- necl; ors ..... are as follows:

ower- 0.7 to 0-. mid @ 0.-2Bgm

1-1 ie Stru:tur0: TEMoc

toE Sr UC t Ur e: Single Freq~tencv

tI ar i z m0ion: Li near

- E-m.-rnence (full anqle): 1, decrees

,r.- t- e oase: (10Hz-1OMHz) :0. 2i(RMS)

. -oL'encyv Stability:

Thort Term + 1 MHz drift per 5 minute
interval (.002) PPM

zong Term: Fundamental frequency varies by 5 MHz
per degree Celsius ambient temperature

cnanle i>01 PPM).

'-zcer~tei-~ac-ions

Sbet used in the sZ. nm interferometer s.ystem

-- T-_. it is single-mode fiber ootimized or a

_-- o62 nm. Its construction and characteristics

.. 'n Figure 3.4. The specifications of the

-- ' ber used are as follows:

:iber !dent.: 830420-401c

cretrn Nc..: EMT-22204B

1-71m Diameter: 3.8AL mK r ~ Diemeter: 75 m

). . .

- - -
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. . . . ... .

> -

--- r& Sheatn: GE 615 Silicone

- e7--r-72Shearn: polyester Hytrel

-r Tal Diameter: 406Am

-. =r, -Aticr : s.55 oB/Km at 632.8 nm

-, - -fLflIere

E noae sof . dB co,'pler is to split the liht

..... to- the enms n¢ thn intr-feromefer or to recombine

,a:no the lioht from the two arms to interfere

* - fln,,
t 4ibers and on the face of a ohotodetector. The

n nle-mode couplers used in the laboratory

_- ;e--mete - we-e Tan,_factured by ITT. The specifications

--ril Nos. : JM-SM-164

- mr MN.: 83C]918-402b/EMC-4158l1B

- -'- -- Date: 2/11/84

?- L055it 0.1 dB

t Wawelengtr,: 632.8 nm

sueI Nos: JM-SM-165

fler No.: 830918-402b!EMC-41581B

*_?brication Date: 2/13/84

E~sLoss: -).2 d B

1-,.' 1 t or mi tv: I dB

-, -er-tino Wvelenqth: 6 82.a nm

735
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S'e~orlectric Phase Shifter

The phase Shifter consists oi a lead zirconate-lead

r~va-- .r - ,ZT) cvlinder. Channel Industries Type 5500,

-vnc wnich the fiber is tightly wrapped. The cylinder is

-E- :n! mc by 3.8 cm outer diameter with wall thickness of

".7 cm. . wrapping 5 turns, corresponding to 7 m of

-4E- co che PZT it was possible to produce a relatively

---;w--- --- tical phase shift. The shifter has a sensitivity of

- r. .,,. rTcibra.tion of the PZT is discussed in

- -, ct - -ion A.

- E- i z ati on Controller

A polarization controller, as described by Lefevre

-;4- - ' as emploved. This device is equivalent to

--- tiorl wa-'e plates of classical optics. The controller

e - , =ress. birefringence induced by bending the fiber.

0-• --- cvEotet octor s

Th-, i-nctodetectors used to detect the optical output

+ t-- from the interferometer are Ciairex Type CLD-42

-2no_-_=. They are all silicon PN planar dirdes with high

-rit." low dark: current and fast response. Their

Lcal c<a-a-teristics are:

- - --- A tive Area: 1.3 X 1.3 mm

-z-t Circuit Current: 35-70 A

Doer Circuit Voltage: 0.40 volts, typical

OF1 Torrent: 1 nA

36
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.'.c- tion aacitance: 20- pF

:-- . r '--ii Time: 5 [sec

-rer tu-r-e Fe- :n=fi cient: + Q.2" /0C tvoical

L.t_-- nectra1 Response: 0.91 M

<rnm x, ERFEROMETRIC SYSTEM

C -s .3,e si.set=i 1 second inter-erometric

-- - ar . Mach-Zehnder confriguration as indicated

- -E H onstructed. It consists of two 8c-, nm

r s_ -L tither Dre o which cCU-id be u sed to supply

-- thot op ca i iber to a 2 X 2 input

S.. .. the I iit int o the two arms. The output

ckh-drophone goes to a 3 X 3 output coupler. The

i2. -.- er recombines the laser light and sends it out

".t ber leads. The two fibers used on the output

r -o oe- mn to. two Pho-odetectors (photodiodes)

-,:zt -o'ert te recombined lioht into electrical sionals

-r- and recorded by the instrumentation

in Section G of this chapter. A.

te sy:stem is shown in Fioure 3.6.

a~ e f r rru-c

otira sources used in the 830 nm interfero-

s--te tesysTem are Mitsubishi Type FU-21LD AlGaAs/GaAS TJS

'- -z.-cs Junction Stripe) a.ser diodes. These were

=.' i'ecd wi-th multi-mode fiber pigtails. These diodes emit

::t ero n4 95T' win "-'e enqth b-v a~pplyino forward current

37
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,--t- ol current. The 1aser otcut level can be

.... eC vie a oDotodetector enclosed in the laser diode

_--, e rome other features are: stable fundamental

-ac.J m1d 1.i latioD. laser diode-fiber high couplIng 7

- - .. ,0 ing life hermetic seal. Each laser can

- t _.7_r EW or p.lse -onditions according to input

_S , -emper-eture up to 5U C. The specifica-

54 and 66

-_tLtFow~er: 3.2 rnW

r in17 ul1-mode: GI Type 50gm core

--ber Nitmerical Aperture: 0.2

--sing Wavelength: 795-905 nm~typical 850 nm

m ---- i Current (CW): 30 mA typical, 50 mA ma;"

-g Current (CW): 55 mA typical, 90 mA ma-.

.,,atiog Voltage (CW): 1.8 V typical

io'ht 1njuL to Fiber (CW): 1.6 mW min.3.2 mW typical

di_de lasers requ.ired a special power supply to

- .-. = end monitor the OUtpLkt current supplied to them. A

.-- of the power supply is shown in Figure 3.7. The

_ sers were tested and the optical power output was

"-. - rd recorded against the input current to verify

" - -=- ,_-.--ons. The results are shown graphically in

c 7. S an0 d _...9. No spezial effort was taken to control

- r-,ezrE e cf te laser other than ood heat sinking,

. 4 C)
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Figure 3.7 Laser Diode Power Supply
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--,c-i cb oe noted. tnat according to the manufacture, at a

-nt of 42 mA, the lignt output changes at an average

-- O tt 4io /WC between -2) -C and 50 -C).

2 . F' i _r oeci ficatiors

optical fiber used was ITT single-mode fiber,

I t -, cctim.zed at 0.87 m. Specifications of the

-' Oz-ZC

det SCent" 81U92U-17Bic

.n-erm No.: EMT-21972B

uerlcaI Aperture: 0. 12

S - f amet- : 4.574m

,_t C'.ettig Diameter: 75__m

rr a-y Stieath: GE 615 Silicone

-pcrdary Bheath: polyester Hytrel

fliameter: 4064fm

tert.tior: 2.07 dB/Km at O.83gm

- ctr e a is a sketch, provided by the manufacturer of the

-- Ie iner. with typical dimensions, approximate index

-- re~rl on profile and typical spectral attenuations.

Te fiber from the 3 X 3 output coupler to the photode-

is multi-mode and in a cable containing four optical

5, manWactured by Phalo Optical Division. The specifi-

- re as 'ollows:

-er Type: A4X Series

* -e Diameter: 5.5 mm

44
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'S.q

Vi,~ flmeter: 5. m
- _- "d L'afleter: 125gm

Diameter: 940m

.'Crc_ Aperture: 0- .. 2- '"0.

_. -enuat i on: 4.0 _ m

.r r 4 Bandwidth: 200-600 MHzkm

Coupler 2 X 2 L

A 2X 2 ITT single-mode coupler was used for the

wzv -o- -ier T-"- specifications are as follows:

S£eraI No .: JM-SM-107

Ft bC-br N .: EMC 41556C/830427-401a

r-,'iatiop Date: 6/C2/B: B

E- Ke.s Lo~ss: 0. 2 dB

r Qg Waveiergtrh: o.83eLUm

. TT 3, 3 sinole-mode coupler was used for

:utput co-pler. Its specifications are as follows:

erial No. JM-SM-3-58

Fiber No.: EMC-41556C/830427-401b

t cabrrication Date: 7/24/84

Exces Loss: 0.4 dB

zio:f.iormi tv: 1.6 dB

45
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T'e protoetectors used to detect the optical output

-,r rom the interferometer are Clairex Type CLD-L I

ces. Tnev are all silicon PN planar diodes with high

-OV; darI< current and fast response. The eiectri-

- tZE r -fo! ows:I
z" -z-ey =.i~ pre 9=

.4-A
?-, -= _ Ar a:1.3 X 1 .37 m m

tot cu t Currrent: mi n 6 to max 12

Vit Voltace: 0.40 volts typical

.nt: 1nA

i Capacitance: 200 pF

--r Falil Time: 5 /sec

a Coefficient: +.2%/dearee C typical

Response: 91gm

- . PAON AND SPLICING

, e-mode and multi-mode ootical fibers were used

.e - ime-tal systems. The preparation for splicing is

-- i -F::,- both. The plastic coating over the glass fiber,

. it
-rl must be removed by using a sharp razor

The tlade is placed at a very small angle to the

-_ e and the fiber is drawn to the blade to

--he plastic from the fiber. After most of the

:E_ remo*ed- the fiber is dipped into a bath ofS-. . Ti tLtrnE the remaining plastic into a jelly

46
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F- ---- bris hen dipned intoe dist- led

tnrt-,:E t tnrough a menthanol soaked tissue wiper.

'-t .. a - clean square end on the fiber it is then put

C: - zer ,. cEavirng tool made bv Thomas , Rtt

e 2 ee-r ?. de e Id zs necessarv to actieve a qooo

- - .hth must appear lIIe A i n Fi qure . 1.

-- r- rod tllther us,_ n o a. Mode IF'FS-200i

- - . -, z lCer made by Power Technolocy

-: --.- t er .,_reperino the two fiber ends. they are

- n,- e -<ce an mecfarnlcally, as well as

E- - , he optica! a"ionment of the two *ibers

-- --. e-- t-.9 -,e: :mizino the laser light transmitted

i - tr -ore: :t the output of the second fiber.

t-t--- ------ -- -z-=n to eliminate light transmitted through

7 -his can be done bv coating a section of the

+ 1 *.er w t h black paint. Then once the

; - in--4 -l -s moved in appro'-'imatelv I m

i- - -o.- - c l lo, a small amount of glass to melt and

-e. The plier has settings for Ramp "1

-1- and Arc Current and these must be determined
I

;,-r each pair of -ibers to be joined. For two

rie Ie, ibers of both 632.6 nm and 830z nm wavelength,

:perime.-ntlv determined that a Ramp Time of 0.2 sec,

t sec and Arc Current of 15 mA produced the -

-: ,tt For single-mode to multi-mode fiber the

E_ _~=t;wq er .: __e:. 0.4 sec and 14 mA respectively. If

47
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b.~' - - - - - -. -- - . A -

-. r - -- e s i -tie cn -- tn-rne a! n rent

-v4 aEhV.n 1 m n i i xu r 1 an t e measUre

e maEa n n.eaEkrly the isEaF r P eA_-=Er LtusEI on rI a~ w ,a S

SWawa rv. z Srnfr-h tape was pl'aced over

DrcIer i- -ICrcfm beino; broken by , mechanical

nrc--'- ct :fl.. c- develnornent a splice otcr

-: £Tr,.-In. was cn-d. This consisted ot a

- __-r ~n. t. m c.ilenoth wi th heat shri nk- tub-

1 f-. H Amtr Fey t to th rod And both covered by

c-7 z-c -bet Sh'I n tub-inco This provides -teoh

-~~E 3-- 1 t - _anrr nts bendang~q/brea.-icj.

I- ~ Z"F! O -R ION

o e - -nrmont Irne+.P the fiber opt icS

I rrieL c:4 Iose buno led cot I s. For the

m7T.r - deszon L-asc reeule.: to oack.aoe *be 41ter

~' - r o~vro.hor 4 n a tr: al . Thos des. on us er

o,- - c, Io oI £hp r 4 e ] Ot an e±±. a

C Ui rCcc s ~iamaorlif wythat allowed the

- ~ ra -i: r n 4 -ue--F the fiber- without degradedation

- -= c-'~,it_" *- he poTt-nq material used is a. low

_a was begun ;"p-A~n pox.,y into a mold that

- ~ ~ ~ ~ i -Fi .-- c-r ~mde c&, Eme-sor anid -umanoa.



(Claddng aligned). Core misolal~nment
due to eccentricity of core.

-- - - ----------------- B

Hig loss splice due to core alignment.

(Core aligned, cladding misaligned)
Proper setting for minmum loss.

Prccer fujsion~ Sor rnc~cimnum trcnsmkzsicn.

Figure 3.11 Representation of Proper and Improper Fuse
AU ,lrmenits
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1.2
0.9

1.27 0.12.'

tubingfir

0.20

(8 times actual size) (cm)

71-,ure 3.12 Cross Section of Fiber Ootic M.andrel
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- C 1-- 3:Emeter. The orot cai +f 1 ber was run throuoha

- cuE -- 'e 1c~S 1c an ou--l -t a t cerner w-here the

* ~ Jrouohtto the i rput/oui-nt coupl ers. This -cormed

-- -' _ '-on c-f ther mradient hydrophone as shown

- -r* 3rL r.t ,vd~O~

-et vowh s- e hyrophone= w-e-e determined tor

- - - ti~airi~fnenqi-b! / nEach arm to within

L',S - to t-he inpUt 2 X 2Coupler!an

~oner. Each ino,.viduAl h'/drophone was wound

-mandre-, o-f 4. 17 crr. --n outer di-arete- and 1.27 cm

41 -Th ootical fib-er w-as WOL'nd on the center part-

- 'olwhich w-as 7.9 1 cm ;i diameter a nd r.95 c in

- i ndi-vi dual hvdrophones were then mounted onto

sl-ed ba!. 10 cm apart. that *accommodateo

- - t ~Houtout cu sc- the , to~f T between,

0 i hrs were then p;a-sser- through the bottomn.

r s int a srt pe o L f tygon t;ubiLng. The 8-'- nm

Iti-mode pictails ;are fused t-o the sincle-mode

e i -- :s h input couIpier, one laser to each lead.

''-±bers fromi the -output coupijer, which are sinqle-

w= -fu-sed to multi-mode Fibe- which went to the

~ Th~entire h-vdropnone was- dipped in a

- *r. ~n iayei~ 1 tc- pr-otect the various filber

CC!-2 I -leC L:- cr.itd rt shown iF r iQUre :7. 15.
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C. INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

The instrumentation and data acquisition system used in

both the laboratory and sea trial phases is shown in Figure

3. it,. Computer data acquisition was used for portions of

data taking using the program in Appendix A. The Hewlett-

RPckard 35F computer coordinates the peripherals, recorded

azd disp1ayed the data, as shown in Figure 3.17. The follow-

,7:. i brief description of each instrumentation unit.

Computer HP-85F

T!! HP-85F is an eight bit microprocessor that

I z s BASIC computer language. The computer has as

rojard 16K bytes of read/write memory and 16K bytes of

aditional memory to give the system a total of 32K bytes.

Sc-mputer has a 127 millimeter diagonal black and white

lectoromagnetic CRT. A 32 character per line thermal

-i,-rtee'--=+ er is part of the unit. Programs or data may be

st-eo on and read from magnetic tape cartridges. To

in z t eaca ith peripheral equipment, an I/O ROM and an

nerfAce card were added to provide HP-lB (IEEE standard

431-1075) instrumentation capabilities.

Synthesizer/Function Generator HP-3325A

The Hewlett-Packard model 3325A synthesizer/function

oene- tor can produce three kinds of waveforms sine, square

and triangular. The +requency range for sine waveform is

-nI mircoHertz to 21 megaHertz, frequency resolution of

I mircoHertz below 100 kiloHertz and 1 milliHertz above 10

57
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7 -7 .377

Fu ntNo n O O Spectfrum

L7enera for Analyzer

p oten tiom eter- -+t

pow;;ca/ibra tors-0ii

Figure 3.17 Block Diagram of Instrumenitation, System
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Slc.Hertz with accuracy of + 5X10- of selected value. The

riWtpt amplitude is from 0 millivolts to 10 volts peak to

"eeY into a 50 ohm load. This model is fully programable

through a HP-lB connection. For this experiment sine waves

ot various frequency and amplitude were used.

-. Soectrum Analvzer HP-3582A

The Hewlett-Packard model 3582A is a dual channel

0rC-rum analyzer. This instrument has a frequency range of

Hertz to 25.600 Hertz. The analyzer has a 11.9 by 9.6

CT that can display two simultaneous information traces,

plus four lines of alphanumeric data giving measurement

con'r, ouration and results. Frequency spans from 1 Hertz to

25 '.u Hert- full scale allow flexibility in selecting the

porion of the spectrum to be analyzed. Spans from 5 Hertz

n H zC Hertz can be positioned anywhere within the

renc, range of the instrument to provide excellent

-e cv resolution. The instrument's "front-end"

=_ra -"tv ranoes can measure and analyze from I microvolt

-. to T.S volts and has a dynamic range of 70 dB.

4. Oscilloscope COS-5060

The Kukisui model COS-5060 oscilloscope is a dual

channel 60 MegaHertz instrument. Its vertical system

rr-ov1des calibrated deflection factors from 5 millivolts to

5 volts per division, with an accuracy of + 3%. The

horizontal system provides calibrated sweep speeds from 50

nanoseconds to 0.5 seconds per division. Trigger circuits

0
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enable stable triggering over the full bandwidth of

the vertical system. This unit is used as a monitor of

signal 4 rom the LC-10 and the optic fiber hydrophones only.

5. Dioital Multimeter HP-3478A

The Hewlett-Packard model 3478A digital multimeter

was used to monitor the potentiometer on the hand rotation

oaoice to obtain the approximate position of 632.8 nm

Jre,-Jet hydrophone during the laboratory phase. It was also

, ec to monitor the resistance of the heliopot potentiometer

_n the rotating motor to give the approximate position of

tne hydrophone during the sea trail phase. The resistance

------- -ement range is from 100 microohms sensitivity to

7) Megaohms.

6. Bipolar Power Amplifier POW35-IA

The Kikusui model POW35-1A bipolar power amplifier

was used to drive the 3-11 projector in both the laboratory

ant sea trail experiments. It can supply power from -35

-. t=_ n. -*35 volts continuously at 1 ampere. The Kikusui

"07' operate as a DC source, frequency response of slow

5 r:iloHertz at f 3 dB or frequency response of fast 30

kiioHertz at + 3 dB. It has a 10 turn potentiometer with

hich to adjust output voltage gain.

7. DiQital Multimeter HP-3456A

The Hewlett-Packard model 3456A digital voltmeter

was used to monitor the voltage output of the 3-11 projector

during the laboratory and sea trail phases of the

61
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e,'per iment. For AC r.m.s. voltage the voltmeter measurement

tahoe is from 0 to 10 volts + 10 microvolts with 6 digit

-.. lUtion and input impedance of 1 megaohm + 0.5% shunted

picofarads.

S.. Standard Hydrophone LC-c

An LC-10 hydrophone, (serial No. 2167 in calibrator

=.ad No. Ao95 in sea trial) was used as the standard

hvdroohone for sensitivity determinationa of the individual

.r! oradient fiber optic hydrophones. Average free field

S--,ctace sen-itivity for this hydrophone is specified by the

-).n-,ct.-Jrer to be -2-9.2 dB re 1 volt//I Pa.

Projector J-11

A J-11 projector was used as the sound source both

the laboratory and at sea for testing the hydrophones.

'oerating range is from 20 Hertz to 12 kiloHertz. The

*,'r-.rm -ower above 100 Hertz is 200C watts. The efficiency

-_r the J-11 is approximately -28 dB re ideal at 1 kiloHertz

*,* tie diving impedance is 23 ohms at 1 kiloHertz. The

. i TLum depth allowed for operating the J-11 is 23 m.

"-2ever, if the J-11 is operated below 100 Hertz the

-a-por'se characteristics change as a function of depth.

H. SEA TRIAL EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

* The s e trial experimental apparatus 1s constructed for

testing the directional properties of the fiber optic

-- 'eF hi -,hone and for comparison with a standard DIFAR
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drectinnai, hydrophone. The apparatus was used to hold the

3-1! projector, a rotating motor, a four channel pre-

ampiiier for the piezoelectric hyrophones and used to

="porF the hydrophones themselves, as shown in Figure T.18

• - J. ," b .o

Thn0 sea trial apparatus was designed for use on the R/V

it consists of the J-11 projector and a watertight

2Wumentetion packaoe mounted on a riaid structure. The

c structure is made of aluminum U channel that is 2.26 m

_e- -th end 0.122 m in width. It has two cross pieces of

rot: aumirnum bar that is 0.051 m X 0.051 m. One is 1.2 m in

,_-,oth and the other i5 0.61 m in length. These are

-nonrced with a piece of aluminum bar welded below the box

£!e hirch are used to support the 3-11 projector. At the

- -. te *end o the U channel is a rectangular plate used to

* cjr:_nrt the watertight cannister which contains the rotating

at=-r anH the pre-amplifiers for the DIFAR phase, the 830 nm

an- the photodetectors for the fiber optic phase of

thei s ta rials. To counteract the buoyancy caused by the

:-4E+_ert-nht cannister and maintain the apparatus horizontal

&.hie submerged, counter balance weights of lead were added,
2

-. 'p pounds. A detailed sketch of the top and side views of

the apparatus is shown in Figure 3.19 a and b.

The center of the J-11 projector is suspended approxi-

mPativ 1.- m below the aluminu m U channel and 1.69 m from

<e test hydrophones. The cannister holds the hydrophones

63
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F'igure 3.19 Sea Trial Apparatus
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- 1, _ :e a:rjcr--atev 1.-2 cm below the aluminum U

-- i s sO hertz 115 VAC Horst synchronous motor.

--. that tes a 1 rpm rotation rate and can e u.sed in

:_--.Oi- O r cocunterclockwise directio n. Attached to the

* C-C c12cJDotentlometer made by Helioot whizh nas

-: - e:±t-- -e- 0 I -m_ tz 1$ :i-oohm-s + 5% corresponding to

o - a - th i -ea- tv of + 0. 15 %.

-: -n---_'_-s were uses -or the DIFAR nydrophone

- -v o tra.ii tes t s it had four Burr-Brown OPAlI l

• -- .:ierE to boost the signals from the omni.

- 0 .osine hvorophones cf the DIFAR. a bender vane

-- .and - the reference LC-10 hydrophone. The

-_i w-- tmis ouad-ampi!ier system is shown in

-Er - gt .camister was des-ned and built to hold

. - -_-- motor ad the pre-amplifier electronics for the

- .- -w -... po he fiber opti phase, the rotatin

L-:-. t'e lo-ers and the photodetectors. The main sertion

i- "-e -rni
-
ate

- 
was PVC T,_ 12454-B pipino of 25.4 cm

Sv-?- i:ametEr .nd 45.1 cm in lenoth. t had flat PVC

,-- -t. 5.5 cm thick, for upper and lower ends. Through the

-E or - w l hies entered te cannister with 'Wring
0

.- ea. At the Cower end a 7.6 cm PVC 1120 ASTM

--It vx;:ecofE olu, -a a,-ei int o gl plate. This

at-r -e-_ steei tho tc be ur m rom the motor to
0

-*--- *-. ,b ,5, ~U-
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' -e ,rn.pnones, maintaining the watertight integrity of the

camnster while permitting rotation of the hydrophones.

_.i-tainino the watertight integrity was accomplished by

using a potting material and rubber tape at the bottom end

r4 ihe steel tube and around the wires that entered. The

at.-_ t ah rn accommodate either wires or optical fibers.
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IJ. EXFERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

I'TE R. :R TER CHARACTERISTICS

- *t.T.lerino .onstrLction of the 6=2.8 nm interfero-

' stem, shown in Figure 7.2, a test was conducted to

f eor ooer operation. Detai!ed measurements were taken

_ f-tho am=Jlituoe of the optical phase shift as a

-rie voltage aopled to the fiber wrapped

_in d e in the reference arm of the interfer-

- ,- the t, e of these tests only one sensor coil was

-* the imtererometer , i e. revering to Figure .2

: - s-own in ths lower arm was not includeo.

in ,om n th nstrumentation used for

: ,h '-he system is shown in Figure 4.1. A

-- a _,- -e am- it ue and 'requencv 4 was

nthesizer/-ncion generator HP-5325A and

F- ZT. A H---5E2A spectrum analyzer and a

---=u* c loscope were used to monitor the

E:t r one Df the photodetectors.

- i . equation i2.11), the AC portion of the

sinal is proportional to a sum of Bessel

-c -s.To test the characteristics of the interferometer

.... iezolectric cylinder is driven at a fixed frequency to

.hL amplitudes of the fundamental and nt order

"'o" the -*..



Function Spec trum
Generator Anaolyzer

co/lb ra or511L Po werI "

Suppl/y
> Projector

Fiue41BokDarmofIsrmnainSse
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. s - the Votaze aDlied to the piezoelectric

(i2;jr& 4.1 Thows the r.m.s. amplitude of the fundamen-

- i_- ' 7i - 7 harmonics o-_ tne photodetector output as .

-r e r.m.s. drive amplitude when the Piezo-

c'ynder was driven at 12(W) Hertz. This allows a

Lt,-D-al _. F the measured and theoretiral maxima and minima

e u',Ctil S. =or e -amole. the zero point of the

nr:_ .hc Besse, -_uncti cn- 1s 3 radians and h

-- 4 rediers. The ratio o-; the arguments of

.-. Comparing the experimently determined

... , -I -nive voltaqe required to the zero the 2 -2

-75olts, to that of the fundamental! 735

S,,.d = 1.35. which is within 0.7% of the

.C- red value. The sensitivity of the

z-1 ' -er ph-e modulator a' 1200 Hertz is the

-- .n re zero of the Bessel function. 5.83
- a : _- - o + tr eot g atohf

- 1 -- 1 laqe at the zero of the f undamen-

- T --35y,~ts ie. 5.21 rao/volts. Dividino this by

lm -i- --, cotacal fiber wound on the cylinder, 7 meters.

4 mor;iator sensitivity of 0.744 rad/volt/m.

a - the voltaes required to zero the fundamental

- - 1t ,o-ace appiied to the piezoelectric phase modulator

--..... e f reuencrno 100 to 2000 Hertz. A

.....__ in te ,apt shown in Figure 4.3, the ciezoelec-

-t c-:EIti ±t- is relativelv constant over this frequency
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TABLE I

Piezoelectric Sensitivity

FreoLency (Hz) Piezoelectric (mV., Error %
1') 742.: 0.0-
-.9', 726.: 1.68

743.0.15
0 744.6 0.92

734.9 0.82
.,5 36. 7 1.48

400 757.6 6. 09
4- 747, 5 0.24

78. 5 1.75
55 736. 4 ).66

S739. 1 1.04
650777.3 5.95
700 729.4 1.45

750 741.5 0.03
80:' 741.4 0.33

50 73T6. . 0.0.

736.5 0.19
959 7-38.7 0.47

743. 2 0. 55

7Z6.5 0.60
1 1 740.1 0.80

1 ,) 7.8 0.66
2(o) 73.7.7 0. 15

i 90 740.9 0. 58
739.6 1.28

.... 741.2 1.56
1400 734. 6 1.02

30 7 37.3 0.62
1500 734. 4 0.51

1550 733.- 0.89
7, , 730.0 0.93

i5 738.4 0.15

1700 741.7 0.12
1750 733. 2 0.17
18)0 7(7). 1 0.96
1850 728.6 1.47
1900 734.1 0.82
1950 734.2 0.69
2000 736.2 0. 29

F'ZT = 743.8 - (4.968 X 10-5) f; r =-.336
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-_. - were least squares fit to a straioht line

to _ 1l.w~ng eqat ion:

FZT = 74:.8 - (4.963 X I0-.) f (4.1)

-a-i,- 01'= is the voltage required to zero the f undamental!

os. liyd i--- Tehi I . and T is the frequency. Therefore, the

-- - ,-'v ranes 4 rom 0,.736 rad."volts.meter at 1(- Hertz

4= >. i 'r- ismeter- at 200-0k Hertz. These interferometer

-- c.- ai. ar-e siiar to those of the 8.0 nm system

-! -R f 93.

-v-vte l-fta se-sitivitv to acoustic pressure was

:--.- at.. measur ing the acoustic pressure required to

. ---s fnt.ferEo er outpnut when the fiber hydrophone

-. --o-n nwt be-,ed in the acoustic c alibrator. As this

- -E :± Q_..e te-.ious and time consuming a computer

.....-- n - Mate acquisition ws devised. The calibrator

,-- _-e -nnce by, the J-1i projector, was

.i.-.- i amplitude while the outputs of the fiber optic

. -1e sdr-phe were monitored. Usino the Bessel

- tlzr t i-ic1 crve as a basis, the zero of the

J,-damenrtal o* the fiber hydrophone output was approximated

i7 t* following manner. Since the output of the fiber optic

o7DP =r* behaves like a sum of Bessei functions, equation

2.:7'. urt cJm,,.ter control its fundamental was

--- t-e.. as the J-l drive voltaoe was incrementallv
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• -- _ '- the _ppro;,imate peak. ampl tud e of the

-!_. .. .... The omputer aproach emploved was a five point

-, rI least sq'ares fit. A minirmu.m of five amplitudes

- ie §e,_2;-d to run the least squares fit. The five points

. t, ned by determinirQn a relative pea4: and usinq the

- o, either side cf it. The relative pea..k was

.- ,i=-c z': first, ar am-lltUde beino less than the

13. 1 itude se o.d, taeino tte ne..t amplitude which

------ -- .ha~itrie Prev'iouLIS two ampltudes

- ~l , i nc aener a equation was useo for the

A(z) az + bz + c (4.2

z -s the J-11 drive voltage at each increment. The

'- e .voltage (z-.- . where the ma>ximum for the fiber

-- , _n~_curs, was determi.neo by takino the -artial with

8 ~.)8Zm., -0= az,..,+ b (4. Z

z = -b/2a (4.4)

-Te-e a _2nd b are coefficients for the least square fit of

- i .~ -esur-ements. To obtained the coefficients, the

_iro series of equations were used:

+Z +2

X[(4.5)
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-~~~~4 - 8) -.-

-: -'- = - + 15 gI/!nCQ:.,

+o b + A, (4.9)

4+ Z:'6b + c - 4.1,.

-te values of the coefficients a, b and c at which

mini'm, the following conditions mus hold:

) aX2/(a~o = u (4.11),

n X/ ab: = (4. 12)

.cX", (: = U (4.1.-
,a° a

7, Ecu.aIorions 4..5 througah 4. 12 enerates the following

" a lc = 4(A + A,,) + (A-, + A-,) (4.14)

= [2(A- + A-M) + A - iO (4.15)

20 r + lOc = 2( m + A- , + A-, + Ao) (4.16)

-,utractina (4.15) from (4.1.3) gives:

-a= [2kA + A - - -, - A-,)3/14 (4.17)
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_ enua-ons 14.14) and (4.16) to fino the coefficients a

1-1 n. where is the .- 1I drive voltage increment, gives

,.. e oua tionr ( 4. 3) .

Since tne Bessel function is approx-imately linear about

-= zero crosin n the outpt voltages were calculated for

LQ% E.d 5n le= then and greater than the zero crossinQ

-..... __si-g the following equations:

SX1() = INT(!.87*z..) (4. 181)

X(2) = INT(1.977*z--.) (4.19)

* X(7) = INT(2.185*z,,..) (4.20)

X(4) = INT(2.289*zm.) (4.21)

'IBM n__e__ e'traooation of the calculated J-l! drive voltages

-a- ter me-formed to obtained the average, which is taken

- tle intercept. The LC-10 output voltages for the

-esc-zivw -11 drive voltages were also linearly

t-mDoited to obtain the average LC-1O output voltaoe at

the zero crossing.

CALIBRATOR CHARACTERISTICS

"Jpom- completion of construction of the calibrator, as

described in Chapter III Section A, its various resonance

-ecu-:ies were determined. These were at 218 Hertz,. 432

"Frtz. 517 Hertz and 687 Hertz. At these resonance

-e eencie-E the positions of the various pressure maxima
7
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ma ,jer-,i n- -e.e cetermi ned. These vi el ded value- . or -h_

af.. at cam e frLquencv n the cai brator for a

C >. -- o n4 .6 rm as tanulated n Table II.

TABLE iI!

Cal ibratnr Speed of Sound

Frneo flry,, -iz 'Speed of Sound (rm/se )-

ql2 29,877

_ -26 , 625

...... 7! .525

'...-.m-u o sound speed yield an average speed of sound

- - :t I cai iratoDr o± c = -- ' m/sec +

-i- n nfl wave pressure field within the cal ibrator

us -n. th QCI0 rdard hvdmnohoC:m.e . I ts out+put

- ,ti'nc c-F depth is tabuiated in Table III.

- ,- ,-t 3-_r _ dr-i er> -t 700 mY. Te L_-(I output.

- M. . i te T anibrator j= showr oraphicallv in

-.....- d n be1 nw 7 cm were not obtained since

-. --:- nered f-nr the gradient hydrophone sensitivity

e- t t Figures 4.5. 4.6 and 4.7 show the

=.--. k-uqve amntic field at the resonant frequencies

0 ~ ~ ~ : F7 a. ad S1.:nspclev

-770
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TABLE II

Strnding Wave Acoustic Field +or 683 Hz

Depth (cm) LC-10 (mV)

1 0. 390
0.676
0.956

4 1.22
5 1.49
6 1.71
7 1.84

8 1.91
9 1.94

1 (0) 1.96

11 1.93
12 1.77
13 1.59
14 1.32
15 1.07
16 0.824
17 0.485
18 0.185

19 0. 106
20 0. 420
21 0. 703

22f 0907

21 .i. 10
24 1.26

25 1.40
26 1.42

27 1.44
28 1.40
29 1.22'
30 1 .05
31 0.8b4
-2 0.701
37, _0.539
34 (0.456
-5 0.541

36 0.731
37 0.954
3 7 ,5 1 . OC?
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D. INDIVIDUAL SENSOR S3ENSITIVITY

The individ ual 6_32.8 nm fiber optic hydrophone sensiti-

vities for were determined in the calibrator described in

Chapter III Section A. The sensitivity of hydrophone #2 was

obtained while the interferometer contained only the one

hydrophone coil in one arm and had a fiber wound piezoelec-

tric (PZT) cyvlinder in the other arm. The hy/drophone caoi!

was posi.tioned at the Various pressure peaks at each of_ tne '.

i onU~r resonant frequencies. The compuJter program descrit-eo i

- - .- -. t ... and l isted n Aoe di v. * A 4;as -sed to -i. .,

=mnoi~mat LCirlvoltage outout, i e. the acousti

e~ss~rewhere the interferrcme-te _L, t.QLUt nuli ieo. THe o_ c ,

_the photodiode w._as sent to the spectrum a ra Iv-_r 4.. ' . A

-rid to the oscill Ioscope KkuksLi COS506]C thIa t ,

amplitude of its variou~s frequencies component colid be

In.lto-red an-d recorded ' the cotm..puter. The instrulmentatiocr

s,°stemr !'J.ed .-or -the at acq,,isitior is the. ............ j

A7- -ter t h-e _-i t Ia1 comqput er data, =a--CqiLIsition run U. e W

-_,eto det-ermine -as cl ast e

croEi f he ,_ndaenai f', he harmonic of t e

interferometerQ rc f. .. . o rah_ o f '__,_hr d at a o, .ob taIn ed t

_ i 'it 4 -' d , pth at 40 5 cm i 1s s h o w, it. f igte 4 E -

_1:= ...... listed ir c, e d i? 1B. eo r t r con t -D et d at.-

LL

-.ID~DULSNO ,ENSITIVITY

w. " - . . . • - o ' - . - , " " " " " - t, 'a , im " ..'- " ' " ' - ,,,- " . . . ',, .m.',m, m," j - - , ,
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acquisition runs also were made -t each caibrator resonant

frequency to check:< the repeatability of the data.

e sensitivity of each fiber optic hvdrophone was

determined at the four resonant ,requencies. Then a

comparison .was made of the fundamental and the 2" harmonic

behavior to that of the theoretical Bessel function
char_ .ct b" Tkcm ' ..

naracteris.is of maxima and minima ratios, , Tabie I

shows the ratio data obtained on both fiber ooti c

- dr o o.(M nes #1 and #2 is Li thin a few percent or the

e'-teced (theoretical) values for the ResseF f io .

irdeoendent ~: Freqtencv.

TABLE IV'

Bessel Function Ratio of Ma-ima & Minima

Hvdroohone 1 Hvdrophone 2

FreqLp'.ev (H4-' minima ma,--.ima m-ma _

218 l191 . E M.

4._--.2 1 . 34985 1 . 66161.33,77 6'='-

.. 49.. A-, .

-, 17 -- - l. 3 -.

m =! -un tio Tbeoretic.! ' =li ,-f : i.i__ - i ~2,
Fi r-tifjri ri, A T

:1a irna - . t

..- t-e =. n _-, v n ... datA ..s cr-d n i hv~t -or- -,9

s 4anI



The sensitivities obtained for both hydrophones #1 and

#2 were different even though 1C m of fiber was wound on

each mandrel. The difference could be due to the fact that a

portion of the leads of hydrophone #2 were in the calitra-

tion tube during data acquisition for hydrophone #1. To

determine if the presence of the leads of hydrophone #2 were

baisinn the results of the sensitivity of hydrophone #1, all

but a few centimeters were removed from the water and hvdrr-

phone #1 was set near a pre.sure maxima (9 cm) For 683 Hz.

Udroohone #2 was also _ested in this manner to chneir..-

r~n._tencv of thfe sensi tivi tv -when it was the only hvdr-

Phnen ir the interferometer. The data obtained by hand ±o.

._ ....p.*.., ._a -he only t'drophone in the interferometer.

wa- witin C.4% of that obtained when it was oart of te

gradient hydrophone at the resonant frequency of 685 Hz.

The LC-1'-i ou pu-: t voltage at the {:undamental minimum

-hrh oc.-urs at a ontical phase shift of T.... radians and

the known sensitivitv of the LC-!0 hydroohone are cofrbanec

to determine th_ sensitivitv of an individual fiber oatic

hvdropone using th.e following equation:

M4 = Mco*.8t/VL-,o i, 22

-here ML-- 0 is the sensitivity of the LC-IC' hvdropnre-n I
volts/AF'a obtained from the manufacturer's ED=er1m91OFE

(Chapter 7 Section G.8), is the output voltace 04

C-1,'.- at the fundamental minimum. Mr is the sel5itivit-

I
OAo
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of a fiber optic hydrophone. The sensitivities of the

indi"dual fiber optic hydrohones are indicated at the four

calibrator resonant frequencies in Table V.

TABLE V

Individual Fiber Optic Hydrophone Sensitivity

Hydrophone 1 i Hvdroohone 2
P*eq 4Depth of!Nos.: Avq.: Std :!Depth of:Nos.' Avq.! _

!Hvd from: of M! dev 1,Hyd from of Mr ce;
surface runs:4rad: d surface runs 'frl =

Iboundary: Pa .Fa I boundary ra/,

(cm) 1C) , (cm)
- JR C 1 C). 24Q 619

213 : 4.5 4 109 C
39 - .7 7 !I161i

42 15. 10 : 12.24 :1.44 :1 17.8 1 .
432 1..5 5 :.92 :0.60
432 16.7 2 :12.891 0 ..

517 I 1.5 5 .15 57 ). 15 ; 40. 5 7 1.4
517 14.5 : 17.25 0. 2
517 15 2 :16.10 0.00

6830 9.0 4 !14.76:0.29 8.5 : :1.8905
__ 9. 5 '2 15. 90o2.00)C
6:T3 1.C 4 :16.60 0.64
68B"I t.O iT : 9.05!1.42 C 9.0 8 12.7i -

* 9. 1 I 10.54: - - 1 ii.

special set of data obtained while one fiber otic tivr_-,
phone was not immersed.

* special data obtained by hand to acOuire the senslrz,,i
n the fiber optic h'drophores as accuratel as co i -

S. GPADIENT SENSCQF SENSITIVITY

The two individual fiber optic hvdrochc.nes clc e f

Section D were combined into a fiber optic qraolenr

rvdroohore as described in fnaptnr iLi cr-ti n F.!. The

Eer, i r tv c4 f- p a:-eF, ent nvdrophone was obta1-_,z -,n *-

• ""? ., .. -. .
C . . . , . ..- . - - . . " - " :-. .- -i i' l L" 1 11 l



683 Hz calibrator resonant frequency. The gradient nydro-

phone was positioned so that one hydrophone was 5 cm above

and one 5 cm below the pressure minima with the LC-IQ

reference hvdrophone at the minima itself. The instrument-

aticn system used is shown in Figure 4.9.

The J-11 projector drive voltage was increased, as in

the individual hydrophone sensitivity data acquisition.

until a zero crossing was located for the fundamental at a

particular frequency. Since, the LC-1O output voltage at a

pressure minima was very low it could not be used in nomou-__-

ing the gradient hydrophnnn sensitivity directly. ThrevorE.

the LO- i0 hydrophone was moved to the maxima. 10 cm from m

water surface, while the fiber op t ic gradient hvdropncne

remained centered at the minima.

The output voltage Vn- 1 o, and the sensitivity,

M~o-o, of the LC-l- were used to find the pressure P_-._

the following equation:

Prmu = V*-4!, -o,. 2 i

The peak pressure P_ or Pa is calculated from the

following equation:

F, = '- ,, 4.24-

The maximum pressure gradient P is calculated fron tne

followinq equation:

S9
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V7P = P0  7

* where k 'T' is the wave number and is the wqaveleroth

o-f the resonant sound in the calibration tube.

- -The sensitivity oi the qradient hvdrnnhn can be

-- a -k .l1lted directly by usinq the follnwina equation;

where Mc,-1 is theo directly calculated seirtsr n+rn--

6 0e ootic nradient hydroohone and ThTis the oriAs=e sh-z

an adians when the orocAtre gradient is5 sutf-f-ciemt tn n;Hl

tne amplitude o-f the fundamental interferome-ter resoor--

U The units o-c the fiber optic gradient lhvdroohone sensacavaz

Th-.!e fi1 br optic - ad en t hyd rnnph ne s e n sat vit I

0 ~calculatted indirectly by usinq the sensitivities o4  ot

:-oavidul.8 hwdroohnes in the -olowi o euation:

M. VP

ac~f~itfan dfl 3r -- he chase sitt n ---.

indivilual hvdrophones. resoectivelv CeP#, Ea].

7he Phase shi :fts c an b-e ca u te vusi- 'hlire~oi r

t1 3ne d _.- cn- t:i ~taie o 'ah InJ' i ia hvrkf.mn1



- -- .- -- - - -. - .~ .- -.-- .7 -. 7-'7 ~27 -~.7-77--77 z--r ~ . r

= 9

where P, and P- are the pressure amolitudes a- the

individual hydroohone location and Mt and Mi are the

sensitijties of the respective indi,-iduil hvdronhoes. TKE_

4 ~linear approxiamati on at a pressu're in the stand: no wave" in:

F-. = 7P(d/2)

S-ubstijtutingo equations (4.30), (4.71) and (4.72) into0.0

and suustituting enuation (4.27) into (4.33) generatea_:

M [Mi- + M 2A

-ne-e , d = 10 cm-

The Hirctiw v calculated sensitivity for the 60.B n,7

i-t-ercmetric iber optic gradient hdroDhone z H -

Mm - '0.097 0.011 4rao' pa,cm.

- The averaqe value used for U0C. was 12.4A+ .24 mv. Tmue

valuJes useo for MUM. c----oad N wasa.67~ 'r0 0m -::

4,v' c res~ncti'vel','.

6?



The inoirectly calculated sersit viv i + , r t ne dr a 1 - n

tyarootione alt H z I s

The values used fo~r the individu.3l hydrophone- M,, and N

are W'-l4 -ii Arad'/IPa and X r ( 1

respectively.. The agreement between M[3" and MID 15 Well

within e-xper-imental error.

The ~~ optic oradlent hvdrophnne wa's e, amired~n

-4b J 1i tv to dietermine a dr-'r-in trnz -f ne Ceun 3- -~

z - er !:,: -= nr- Arfl J e hv d rohcne -i =~snn rrr

cm and~ r~ then rtbe. The LC-r 1

e-K I 7N-- i---- that the I:Der rc-pi J oradlent cv~>

J edTh p redi cted dI rct I ornalI di- co reoose 1- _

K I DrE 4.11 or senar,4t r '~ -,-7,ns.

-=r-'n re r'- c >3en-I SL;6t I. e il:.' wa *z

.t C .~'~'
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TABLE VI

Gradient Hydrophone Dipole Data
'is

Position 3-i LC-10 .83*MI ,

degrees drive output VL- 1 o.
voltage (V) 1 voltage (mV) :rad/Pa X 10 - :3

0 15.18 87.3 1. 52

IC 22.75 77.8 1.71

20 14.26 50.7 2.62

8.55 30.8 4.3.

60 4.44 16.3 . -

90 3.86 14.3 9.28

104.61 17. 1 7.-=

150 9.51 34.9 3.81

180 16.41 60. 1 2. 21

190 26.78 84.2 1.58

200 13.86 47.4 2.80

210'  9.26 33.9 3.91

4.46 16.1 6.27

270 3.46 12.7 10.48

300 4.00 14.1 9. 4Q0

T30 8.55 29.1 4.56

95
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characteristics. The elastic moduli were determined by

exciting the longitudinal, torsional and flexural resonances

of the bar made of Stycast 1266 epoxy. These resonances were

excited and detected electrodynamically using the technique

of Barone and Giacommi [Ref. 13 and 14). The longitudinal

and flexural yielded"a Young's modulus (E) of 3.2 - . + 0.10 X

'0 - 1 Pa. The torsional mode yielded a shear modulus (6)

of 1.16 X 101 Pa. The standard theory of isotropic

elasticity yields from these values a Poisson's ratio (,

of 0.392 and an average Bulk modulus (B) of 4.78 X 1,) 'a

+ 6..7.

From the definition of Bulk modulus.

B = Ap/(AV/V) (4.:4.

one obtains

AV!V = AP/B = 3AR/l (45

where Al is the change in any linear dimension . Therecc - e .
any.

the change in the length of the fiber (Af) is obtairneo nv

rearranging equation (4.36):

At = .~A P/3B

For a pressure change of 1 Pa and a fiber length of 10 (n.

the change in length is C).697 nm. The change in optical

phase is calculated using the following equation:

. .. . . . . . . ..

. . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..,

. . ..



27rfli/X (4. 3.7)

The calculated change in phase of the light in the fiber

imbedded in the epoxy material is 6.95 X 10'- s rad, for a

wavelength X of 632.8 nm. Therefore, the calculated

sensitivitv of the fiber imbedded in the epoxy material is

6.95 X 10 - : rad/A Pa. This value is within approximately

40% of the measured sensitivity for the individual

hydrophones. However, this is assuming the fiber is

uniformly surrounded by the epoxy. This is not the case, on

one surface the epoxy material thickness is small. This may

account for the difference between the measured and

calculated sensitivities. This shows the epoxy to be an

excellent material for ruggedness and support while not

degrading the acoustic pressure signal.

Analysis of the single fiber optic hydrophone sensiti-

vity can be compared to published data [Ref. 6 and 8J. From

* . Table V. typical sensitivities are approximately

10-a rad//I Pa for 10 m of fiber. This results in a

sensitivity of 10 - " Arad// Pa/m which is consistent witt

earlier obtained results [Ref. 6 and 8). This yields an

increase in sensitivity over a standard directional

hydrophone of approximately 14 dB [Ref. 12].

In Section E gradient hydrophone sensitivity wasS

approximately 0.111 trad/APa/cm, which compares to Mills

value of [;ef. 3).

100
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Using the equipment built by Mills [Ref. 8), an

exhaustive data acquisition program was conducted to check

for deoth dependency of the fiber optic hydrophones in the

calibration tube. Appendix C gives a sample of the data

taken for a sensitivity run in the short (15.24 cm,

calibration tube. The frequency was varied from 100 to 2000

*'. Hz in increments of 50 Hz with the J-11 drive and LC-10

output voltages recorded. The LC-IO output voltage was

di-ided into the LC-10 sensitivity MLo times 3.83 ralans

then plotted acainst the frequency, Figure 4.13.

This testing was conducted at several depths in the

snort calibration tube. The data showed no appreciable

variation within experimental error other than the slicnt

shifting of the hydrophone resonant frequency.

G. DIFAR SEA TRIAL ANALYSIS

An analysis of the DIFAR data obtained durino the sea

trial test compares to that published in [Ref. 12). The

DiFAP -drophone3 has three piezoelectric receivers ercase-

in it. One is an omn-directional hydrophone. The other t'o

'so called sine and cosine) are bender vane type gradient

hyorophones. The sine and cosine each produce a dipole

Cattern, oriented at 90- to one another.

The sea trial was conducted aboard the R/V Aca-ia in

'The bender vane transducer was made by Magnavox.

101
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Monterey Bay, CA. The apparatus was lowered to a depth of

9 m at a location where the bottom was 100 m or greater. The

DIFAR hydrophone was mounted on the sea trial apparatus L

described in Chapter III Section H. Figure 4.14 shows the

instrumentation set up used for data acquisition. Appendix D

contains a sample of the raw data obtained during the sea

trial test.

Data acquisition was restricted to less than 360 for

each part of the DIFAR hydrophone, to avoid tangling o{, the

wires rom the hydrophones. The system was turned cloc.w'_se

and counter clockwise to prevent tangling. Figure 4.15 shnovis

the cosine di-pole pattern obtained from data at a frecuenc'/

o' 2000 Hz, drive voltage of 7.5 Vac and angle with respect

to the J-11 projector. Figure 4.16 shows similar data for

the sine dipole pattern at 2000 Hz and 7.0 Vac drive

voltage. Figure 4.17 shows the omni data obtained at 5.(7)(' Hz

and 10.0 Vac yielding the expected circular pattern. Data

was obtai.ned for 250 Hz , 5(0) Hz, 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz 'for al

three receivers in the DIFAR hvdroohone. These tests estr_-

1 ished our ability to measure hydrophone characteristics ir

a sea environment.

"C!0
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Fiber optic sensors have been under consideration, since

1977, for use as hydrophones with higher sensitivity than

conventional piezoelectrics. Using sensing coils in both

arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, a fiber optic

gradient hydrophone was tested and shown to be useable as a

directional dipole hydrophone. The sensitivity of the

intar-erometric fiber optic gradient hydrophone comoares

well with that of a conventional piezoelectric directioral

hydrophone oresently used by the Navy.

The sensitivities of both the individual and gradient

•nvdrophones compared well with earlier published values

CRe-. 6 and 82. This was proven in the laboratory using a

calibration tube that allowed the gradient hydrophone to

rotate 760O.

An experimental apparatus was designed and constructed

that proved to be capable of conducting sea tests oF

conventional and fiber optic hydrophones. It supports an

aLcustic driver and hvdrophones plus any required

electronics, in a watertight cannister.

Further work is required to complete the study begun in

* this thes-s project. This includes testing of the 830 nm

dual diode laser gradient hydrophone constructed in this

study. An 3Iternative interferometric system should be

"S
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cor-tructed -to decrease the number of fiber to fiber splices

(fLses) required. The addition of a polarization controller

ithin the interferometer is recommended, together with some

form of passive stabilization. These improved versions o4

the gradient hydrophone interferometer systems should be

tested and compared with DIFAR hydrophones, both in the

labaratorv and at sea.

CU
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APPENDIX A

DATA ACQUISITION PROGRAM

10 1
20

40'

50 ' **************** OPTICAL HYDROPHONE *************.

t ************* COMPARISON CALIB- *
7- *************** RATION FROGRAM **-*w***** w*.*

80

35 P **************-t PROGRAM "ZEF.OiC" *********e* *.

90

I00 - Revision I - 8 Jan 85
101 Revision 2 - IC; Jan 85
110 DIM R(1 ) ,A(150) X(4) .4' .7'. 4) A8'_ 4, 4''
12K' IN T EGER I'J 4K 4 N
200 *** INITIALIZATICN ******LIST 1'1.'

20 24 CLEAR

210 DISP "This program controls a :582 Spectru-m AP3: .Zer ,
a 33-25 Signal Source"
220 DISP "to measure the frequencv response o_- a +,ter
hydrophone"
23.f, DISP "by comparison with an LC-I,"
240 DISP "Press CONT when ready to start"

250 PAUSE
0 CLEAR

-.'_ 1 '-=- Sensitivity
3 0 1

31C CLEAF
C_ I D F oSENSITIVITY CODES"

* ~ . "R- ' DuiSF ...-... Y -3Om.... DI- 5L., F- 1 ()(imV 8 -c . ,,
740 D ISP "7-1(-,V -3.-7cmV 9-1,-)mV"

5 ..-) DiSP "4- V 7- 1 f(-YmV 1( - ,mV
-(- DISF
.7('_ "Choose CH-ACH-B Sens."
..80 INPUT A1.91

4 00 :ISP "Enter initial and final frequencies and steo size,
in Hz"
4l( INPUT FI.F2,F3,'..

415 DISP

. .,D I F. .. ..... .

11 0-.

0> " . . " .. .-" ' ., . ' -" " . -' ' , .- - . - . v . . , . . , -" , . > , -' - _ - .



420 DISP "Enter maximum drive voltage in millivolts r.m.s."

430 INPUT A9

435 CLEAR
2440 N=INT((F2-F1)/F3)+I
445 IF N'64 THEN GOTO 5100
450 OUTPUT 717 ;"FUIAM1MR"
460 OUTPUT 711 ;"PRS"

470 OUTPUT 711 ;"AS";A1;"BS";B1;"MNISP1O"
480 OUTPUT 711 ;"MD3MP125NU4AV4"
490 OUTPUT 711 ;"SC1"
599
600 a * FREQ. LOOP *********************

601
610 FOR I=1 TO N
620 F(I)=FI+(I-1)*F3
630 OUTPUT 717 ;"FR",F(I),"HZ"
640 OUTPUT 711 ;"AD",F(I)
650 GOSUB 1000
660 NEXT I
670 GOTO 2000
999 I

1001) ************** BESSEL MAX SUBROUTINE ************-*

1001
1-)03 PRINT .
1006 PRINT ". .;F(I);" Hz DATA"

1007 PRINT
1010 PRINT " J11(mV) OUT(mV)"
1020 J=1 @ A(1)=D @ R(O)=O @ R3=0
1030 OUTPUT 717 ;"AM",A(J),"MR"
1040 OUTPUT 711 ; "RE"
1050 WAIT 13000
1080 OUTPUT 711 ; "LMK"
1090 ENTER 711 ; R(J)
1100 PRINT USING 1110 ; A(J) ,R(J)*1000
1150 IF R(J)>R(J-1) THEN GOTO 1240
1160 IF J<5 THEN GOTO 1210
1170 IF J<N+I THEN GOTO 1210
1180 IF R(J)>R(J-1) THEN GOTO 1260
1190 GOTO 1300
1210 A(J+I)=A(J)+D
1215 IF A(J+I):=A9 THEN GOTO 5000
1220 J=J+l
1230 GOTO 1030
1240 IF R3>R(J) THEN GOTO 1260
1245 R3=R(J) @ N1=J @ A2=A(J)
1250 GOTO 1210
1260 PRINT "ERROR-Bessel function not working change drive

amplitude increment"

1265 PRINT "For Frequency",F(I),"Hz"
1270 goto 660

111
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1299
1300 Parabolic Fit
1301
1305 B5=(2 *(R(Nl+2)-R(N1-2))+R(N1+l)-R(Nl-l))/10
1310 A4=(2*(R(N1.2)+R(NI-2)-R(N1))-R(Nl+l)-R(N1-lfl/14
1320 AO=A2-B5/(2*A4)*D
1330 X(1)=INT(1.873*AO)
1340 1(2)=INT(1.977*Ao)
1350 X(3)=INT(2.1835*AO)
1360 X(4)=INT(2..289*AO)

% 1399'
1400 **********BESSEL ZERO**********

* 1401 Xl,X2,Z , Z2, X3=0
* 1402
* 1403 DISP

1404 DISP "Bessel Zero Loop ";F(I); "Hz"
1405 DISP "311 at max =';A0;' mY"1
140:7 DISP "
1408 DISP " J11(mV) OUT(mV) LC1O(mV)"
1410 FOR K=1 TO 4
1420 OUTPUT 717 ;"AM".;X(K);"MR",

*1430 OUTPUT 711 "'RE"
1440 WAIT 13 000
1450 OUTPUT 711 ;."LMK"
1460 ENTER 711 ;Y(K)

1470 OUTPUT 711 ;"IM3AAOB1AV2NU2RE11
1480 WAIT 4500
1490 OUTPUT 711 ;"LMKI"
1500 ENTER 711 ;Z(K)

1510 Xl=X1+X(K)
1520 X2=X2+X (K) *X (K)
1530 X3- =X3+X(K)*Z(K)
1540 Z1=Z1+Z(K)
1550 Z2=Z2+Z (K) *Z (K)
1560 OUTPUT 711 :."IM1AA1AB0AV4NU4-"
1570 DISP USING 1580 ; X(K),1000*Y(K),1000*Z(K)
1580 IMAGE 2X,5D,5X,2D.3D,4X,3D.D
1590 NEXT K
1600 1.Zero crossing calculation STORE "ZER01l"

01610 8=(Y(1)-Y(2))/(X(1)-X(2))
1620 C=Y(1)-B*X(1)
16 30 A5=(-C)/B
1640 B=(Y(3)-Y(4))/(X(3)-X(4))
165 k) C=Y(4)-B*X(4)

*166:) A6=(-C)/B
*1670 A7(I)=(A5+A6)/'2

1680 A8(I)=(A5-A6)/(2*A7(I))
1700 LC-10 L. R. Interpolation

*1710 'VL-1f0)=M*A7 + P

1720 M=(X3-X1*Z1/4)/(X2-X1*X1/4)

112



1730 P=ZI/4-M*XI/4
1740 V(1)=M*A7(1)+P
1741 R-(X3-X*ZI/4)"2/((X2-X*X1/4)*(Z2-Zl*Zl/4))
1742 RI=SQR(R2)
1750 DISP "

1760 DISP "Fiber zero when drive"
1763 DISP A7(I);"mV +-";cI00*A8(I);"

1770 DISP "LC-10 zero ";1000*V(I);"mV"
1780 DISP "r=";R1
1790 COPY
1800 RETURN
1999
2000 **************** OUTPUT AND DISPLAY ****************
2010
2020 PRINT " Freq J-11 LC-10 ERROR(%)"
2030 FOR I=1 TO N
2040 PRINT USING 2050 ; F(I) ,A7(I) ,1000*V(I) ,100'*A8(I
2050 IMAGE 2X,4D,2X,5D,2X,4D.D,4X,M3D.2D

2060 NEXT I
3000 END
4997
4998 ' ******************** ERROR TRAPS ********************
4999
5000 DISP "Required drive voltage exceeds ";a9;" mV"
5010 I=I+l @ GOTO 620
5100 DISP "Program will only make measurements at 64

frequencies"

5110 GOTO 400
6000 END

V7
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APPENDIX B

RAW DATA FOR SINGLE FIBER OPTIC HYDROPHONE AT 517 HZ

J-11 Drive Fundamental 1 1- * Harmonic LC-10

Voltage (mV) (mV) (mV) (mV)

0.717 0. 065 '.646
200 i.:35 0.243 1.29

300 1.6:3 0.406 1.92
400 1.75 0.530 2. 55
500 2. '0 0.680 3. 17
,_ 2. 14 7.844 :.77

700 2.17 1.04 4. 8
30f 1.92 1.17 4.97
90 1.83 1.736 5.56

10 00 1.54 1.43 . ,4

1100 1.15 1.44 6. 7L,

1200 0. 72. 1 . 42 .

1300 O.364 1.39
1400 0.176 1.1 3 8. 5
1500 V.460 1.01 9. 12
1600 0.842 0.730 9.71
170 0.957 0.470 if

19 0 1.12 0.211 1(. 8
1900 1.14 0.064 11.4
2-)0-0 124 0-. 12.0

Second Run o+ Data

1500 0.407 0.959 9. 12
1490 0. 382 1. 10 9. 06
1420 0. 343 1. 10 9.01
1470 0.309 1.15 8.95
1460 0.266 1. 08 8.89
1450 0.214 1.04 .94

1440 0.199 1.05 9.78
1430 0. 149 1.07 8.7
14 0. 110 8.6 9.65
1410 0.099 1.23 8.60
1400 O.)78 1.34 8.54

i5Q0 0.068 1.37 8.48
1380 O.a 1 1.50 6.42

C -. 18 1.44 8.2715
1300 o.398 1.48 7.5
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3-11 Drive : Fundamental 1-t Harmonic 1 LC-10
Voltage (mV): (mV) * (mV) (mV)

1200 0. 830 1.72 7.36
1100 1.25 1.75 6.77
1000 1.60 1.73 6.16
900 2.05 1.66 5.58

800 2.20 1.49 4.97
7C0 2.34 1.28 4.38
600 2.23 1.10 3.77
500 2.33 0.969 3.16
400 2.04 0.751 2.54
300 1.98 0.550 1.91
2z 0 1.58 0.316 1.28
100 0.787 0. 084 0.647

Third Run

650 2.41 1.28 4.08
1390 0.135 1.90 8.47
13a5 0. 091 1.45 6.4:
1380 0.114 1.49 8.40
1395 0.115 1.68 8.49
1390 0.069 1.55 8.46
1387 0.106 1.61 8.44
1392 0.103 1.67 8.47
1390 0.073 1.76 8.45
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APPENDIX C

DEPTH DEPENDENCY DATA

Frequency J-11 LC-10 1 % Error 13.83*M,.-_a
(Hz) drive output :

voltage voltage A Lrad/Pa
(mV) (mV) : X 10- =

100 1693 13.4 0. 21 9.91

150 2120 19.0 5.18 6.9
200 2356 -.1 1.15 5.74
250 365 3.9 -322.31 34. 05
300 2173 23.9 0.50 5.56

5041 . 1 1 .51 5.A1
400 1919 23.5 0.16 5.65

450 1705 23.8 . 8 .61 5.E
5(0 1476 24.7 1.09 5.
j 1112 26. 0.85 5. Of
600 679 24.7 0.93 5.-
650' 5 r35 24 '' 0. 10 -5 -
7 . 10-9 19.5 0.5' .5C3
750 3387 31.7 2.24 4. 1

(800 3158 17.2 0.49 7.72

85( 3395 11.4 1.30 11 .5
900 2804 5.4 0.88 24.5P
950 1539 1.5 2.16 68.53
1000 1340 1.3 . 06 102. 1 5
1050 1256 3. - 10.31 42.94
1100 1511 8.8 0.36 15. C'9

115C0 4773 21.5 0.26 6. 18 ?
12c0 6127 18.8 1.43 7.
1250 4328 28.6 4.38 4. t
1300 13150 87 841.16 1.5
1350 18216 77.7 1.89 1.71
1400 11256 36.0 2.18 9
1450 10 521 27.2 2. 13 4.8
1500 10876 23..9 0.83 5.5,6
1550 11796 22.5 0.47 5.
1,600 11801 20.0 0.64 -. 64

,... 1050 )6 16.5 (74 a.2
1708410 10.5 0.9 ) 2. &5
175') 1093 7.6 0.428 17.
"10 9883 9.0 12.99 14.7

* 185C 8359 9.5 0.25 13.9S
190. 83.59 8.2 11. 73 16.

9 5 !.5 670k 7. 1.3e5 16.97
200' 5402 6.1 0.10 21.77

* Date has high % error thereore is discounted as true dAta
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APPENDIX D

DIFAR SEA TRIAL DATA

Angle Vpar Vdmm
(degree) X 10-1 (Vac) : X 10-M (Vac)-

,4 2.58355 2. 55 18
372.5800 2.5762"

39 2.5759 2.57.56
42 2.5614 2.36:31
44 2.5430 2.'2685
47 2.5152 .3 03 5
50 .4611 2.4444

52 .4463 2. 55
55 2.4053, 2. 5705
57 2.3487 2.5450
60 2.3044 '2. 4248 4

3.2.2463 2. 35357-
65 12.1829 2.2920
68 2.1207 2. 2588
-70 2.0603 2.2561
73 1.9841 2.3169
76 1.9018 2.4726
78 1.8226 2.5412
81 1.7338 2.4644
84 1.6397 2.5959
86 1.57578 2.4394

891.4508 2.2726
92- 1. 3580222.
94 1.2579 2.4073
97 1.1667 2. 5276
100 1.0614 2. 3952
102. 0.9529 2.4216
105 0.6445 2. 4665
108 0.74732 2.5(--02
111 0.6283 2.4811
113 0.5103235
114 0.3910 2.4176
117 0.2769 2.88B16
120 0.1597 2. 1926
12 0.0654 2. 3710
125 0.0656 2.4448
1128 0.1632 -2. 4172
130 0.2641 2.2845
137) 0.33052.71
135 -.3953 2.5712
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Angle Vpar Vdmm-

(degree) * X 10 -  (Vac) : X 10 -  (Vac)

138 0.5019 2.2253

140 0.6136 2. 6355 t
143 0.6197 2.8091

147 0.6118 2.2455 ",

151 0.7150 2.3271 •,

153 0..8833 2.3936

154 1.0601 2.3966_

156 1.1816 2.3392

159 1.2892 2.6026

164 1.3764 2.3678

164 1.5082 2.4604

166 1.6446 2.5369

169 1.7541 2.4270

172 1.8360 2.2392L
174 1. 9245 2.2375

177 1.9578 2. 2886

179 2.0334 2. 2792

182 2. 1058 2. 3618

185 2. 1848 2.5467

187 2.2577 2.6160

190 2.3074 2.6i18

192 23525 2.5841

196 2.4034 2.5713

199 2. 4412 2.5535

200 2.4582 2.5307
204 2.4780 2.4681

206 2.4899 2.3146

208 2.4968 2.2189

211 2.5006 2.2212

216 2.4959 2. 2982

217 2.4917 2. 4848

219 2.4746 2.4809
22-31 2. 4615 2.5169

224 2.4466 2.5603

227 2.4379 2.4671

231 2.4134 2.3593

2.3780 2.2976

7235 2.3359 2.310t)
237 2. 2870 2.3595

24-0 2.2356 2.404:

242 2. 1891 2 4694

247 2. 1350 2.50
250 2. 0862 2.5400

-252 2.0235 2.5616

254 1.8590 2 225

259 1.7992 2. 3441
1261 1.7480 2.1585
263 1.6842 .26-5
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Angle Vpar i Vdmm
(deqree) : X 10' (Vac) i X 10 -  (Vac)
265 1.6061 2. 423T
269 1.5249 2. 5305
27 1.4551 2. 5579

274 1.3735 2. 5136
274 1. 2953 2. 3275
277 1.2037 2. 16e40
279 1.1103 2.1804
282 1.0043 2.2864
284 0.8929 2.4969
287 0. 7956 2. 5444
289 0. 6875 2. 5562
2 92 0.5774 2.4960

0.4654 2. 3609
297 0. 3623 2.35 682
299 0.2495 2. 4472

01 47 2.52 071
304 0. 0364 2.5806
307 0. 1016 2.6130
310 0. 2158 2. 4719
3 12 0. .3325 2.2114

315 0.4497 2.1667
319 0.5540 2. 2376
326 0.6620 2. 4356

7 0.7702 2.5362

0.9475 -. 4494
30 1.0429 2. 3248
332 1.1364 2.2500
334 1.2390 2.3217
36 1.3294 2.4754
8 1. 4261 2.4588

341 1.5142 2.5328
4 1.6001 =.5509

346 1.7350 2.3981
351 1.6793 2. 3582
3.54 1.9975 2.4171

356 2.0864 2. 3755 .
3.58 2.1438 2.5116

Cosine 100B run
1. Spectrum Analyzer setting 250 mVac
2. Time Constant 1000 msec
3. J-11 Drive voltage 5 Vac
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